




Memorandum to the Peace Conference

concerning their national claims .
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The origin of the Lems

Slavs of Danubian provenance

The tribe of the Lems is the westernmost fraction of the

great Russian race which used to inhabit, together with other Slav

tribes, the shores of the Danube (the Roman Illyrium.) Thus

writes the oldest and most famous of Russo-Slav historians :

Nestor.

Under the pressure of conquering nations, — the Romans

especially and, according to Nestor, the Volks, — they were

driven out of their original country, and obliged to build new

homes in adjoining regions and under different names.

All these Slav tribes, East and West of the Vistule, lived in

their own States, and entertained friendly relations with one

another
;

they became the future base of the Polish Empire on

one hand, and of the Empire of Rurik Princes on the other hand.

They have all, but more especially the Russian tribes, remained

conscious of their Danubian origin, as is shown by their fables,

their songs, their traditions and their national proverbs. In the

»koleda« of Great Russia (Xmas Carols) especially, are called to

mind the remembrances of the Danube : »Dunaj mo; Dunaj...«

(Danube, my Danube), and in the melopies of Little Russia,

which show a great longing after the Danube. The Russian Lems

!
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have also kept, in their national anthem: »Oj Dunaj, oj Dunaj,

cista voda«; the memory and the name of the Danube are to be

found in different denominations. Safarik, the most learned

scholar of Slav antiquity, quotes a passage of Ammian Marcel

XVII., 12., 13. Eusib. Vit. Const IV. 6., where this author refers to

the »Sarmates limigants« who lived in northern Hungary, at the

foot of the Tatras. In 334, they expelled from their country its

conquerors, the Jazyges, who had to beg for shelter and help of

the Victafales and the Quades. According to Safarik, the present

Russia Lems of the Southern political districts of Samok, Jaslo

and Sane (p. 209, 210, 936, 937.), owe their origin to these Sar-

mats. One thing proves that this supposition alone is exact : it

is the fact that the Russians living in the northern hills of the

Beskudy, the regions of lemish dialect, and those of the Magyar

Comitats of Spis, Saris, Zemplin use the same dialect and have

the same customs. The most noticeable symptom is the use of the

word »lem«, instead of the Russian word »lis«, marking a dif-

ference between this and all the other Russian tribes. Thus,

further than Uzhorod and Uzok, the regular Russian expression

of »Hc« is used. From this word »lem« is dirived the name of the

Lems and of their dialect. There is no doubt that the Lemish

tribe once formed a part of the Great Moravian Empire ( Velka

Morava) and that the Christian faith was preached there by Cy-

ril and Method, considering that the limit of the Prague diocese

stretched (according to the foundation act of 970.) to the East as

far as the Bug and thet Styr and bordered on the Empire of Cra-

cow, and from there stretched to the Magyar frontier and to the

Tdtra Mounts, (Safarik, Slav Antiquities p. 433.)

The faith of Cyrill and of Method has, to this day, been de-

fended by the Russian Lems, as the true rampart of their natio-

nality against all Polish snares and acts of violence.
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Occidental or Roman-German Christianism and Oriental

ofGreco-Slav Christianism.

In all the Empire of Great Moravia as well as in Poland, the

influence of the Slav Apostles had introduced the oriental —
hyzantiarx form of Christianism , having Slav as its liturgic lan-

guage. But Rome (as seat of the popes and of the Roman-Ger-

man Empire), the popes and their associates the Roman-German

Emgrors spread the Latin-Christianism. in which the cross was

nothing but an instrument of oppression and extermination of the

Slay tribes. With Latin Christianism was introduced in Slav

countries the Germano-Roman feudal regime, in order to enslave

the Slav tribes. Tithes were later on forced upon the peasants,

and also serfdom, unknown in the primitive life of the Slav tribes,

which was based on purely democratic principles. Germano-

Latin christianism became an arm and means of political, econo-

mic and national conquest and of subjugating popular classes.

ChristianisnL became a most
.
powerful lever, the Drang nach

Osten of the Germans (see Palack^ History of the Czech Na-

tion) a great number of colonists, sent in Slav countries to work

for the German-Latin propaganda, became privileged agents,

enjoying supremacy over the people and the Slav clergy.

THe beginning of the organization of the Russian and Polish

Empires and their relations.

The Lekh tribes (Polish) united, in the 2nd half of the IXth

century, at Cnezno to form Great Poland (under the reign of the

powerful Sianovit). Little Poland, — that is to say the tribe of

the Lems of High Vistule, was joined by the Moravian king

Svatopluk, to the Empire of Great Moravia.

\
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At the time of the foundation of Great Poland, divers^Rus-

sian tribes joined together to form in the East, an only Empire :

the Empire of Rurik. In 862, the fighting tribe of the Varyago-

russians, called by the Russian Slavs, and led by Rurik, entered

Novgorod and, in 862, the victorious Olog, Rurik’s successor, oc-

cupied Kiev, the Mother of all Russian towns (from Nestor).

Since that time, the Var^agos, the Slavs and other tribes of like

origin adopted the collective name of Russians. There was ori-

ginally no animosity between Polish and Russian* Princes. These

amicable relations ceased as soon as the Poles gave up the Slav

tiaditions of the time of Cyrill and Method and of Great Mora-

via, and became the pioneers of Rome in the struggle between

Germano-Latin West, and Greco-Slav East, by entering the

service of Rome as vanguard against the East.

Antagonism between German-Latin West and Greco-Latin East.

The Poles pioneers of Rome. The Catholic propaganda serves

their political ends : violent conversion to Catholicism

and polonization of Russian territories.

Poland, converted to Roman Catholicism, soon engaged in

proselytism, thus becoming an instrument of strife in the hands of

Roman West agajnst the Greco-Slav East, represented mainly by

Russia. . '

During the reign of Casimir the Great, this religious strug-

gle between Russians and Poles reached its climax in the terri-

tories of Vladimir, of Russian Galicia and especially in the Lemish

territory of Southern Galicia, adjoining the Polish territory of

Cracow.



Historical and ethnographical evolution of Lemish Russia.

Forced Latinisation and Polonisation.

Their numerical results.

The country of the Lemish Russians formed the western-

most part of Red Russia, which owes its name to the colour of the

bricks used in building the towns of that part of Galicia. The

main towns of Red Russia were: Przemysl, Sanok, Cerveh, Halic

and, later on : Lvov.

During the reign of the Ratislavitch and Romanovitch fa-

milies, Hungarian Russia, formed a part of Red Russia (see Zubr-

zicky and Nikolaj Beskid).

When the Empire of Great Moravia began to crumble down,

the Poles, coming from the north of the Varta basin, took Cracow

and its immediate neighbourhood. These districts, situated to the

South of the Vistule, were Russian, as is proved by Murator’s

historical document quoted by Vaclav Alexander Manijovski on

the 374th page of his book: »Pierwotne dzieje Polski Litwy«

(Ancient history of Poland and Lithuania, edited 1846.)

In this document, it is said that the Russian district spread as

far as Cracow (et fines Russiae usqu in Cracoa.)

The scholar Dionisis Zubrzyckij (Grenzen zwischen der

lussinischen und polsnischen Nation in Galizien. Lemberg 1849.)

emits the opinion that Cracow also belonged to Russian districts.

The Polish historian Kadlubek writes that, after .the war

against prince Casimir the Great of Kijew, Boleslav the Brave

subjugated the Croats living North ofThe Tatra Mountains. It

Is to be supposed that that submission only concerned the Croats

living West of the Dunajec, for the princes Beleslas and Vladi-

mir had made this river the frontier between Poland and Russia.
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At that time Tarnow was the frontier town. Even , later on, as is

proved by ancient documents, that town had a Russian munici-

pality.

To this very day, one can find a great resemblance between

the customs, the habits, the dress and even; the language of the

Poles inhabiting the northern region of the Tatra Mounts and

the Lemish Russians. From this we can infer that, in reality,

these Poles are polonised Russians.

After the death of Vladimir the Great, during the guerilla

between Svatopluk and Jaroslav for the conquest of the throne of

Kijew, the Polish king Boleslav the Brave took possession of

Red Russia (in 1018). But, as soon as 1031, Jaroslav 1st expelled

the Poles and brought the Russian frontier once more to what it

had been.

When, after the battle of Kalka, in 1224 Russia had to give

in to Tartar rule, the Poles once more began to filter into Russian

territory, West of the Dunajec.

The polonization of Russian districts, begun under the reign

of Boleslav the Brave, was resumed in 1340 by Casimir the Great,

with the conquest of Red Russia. Even at that time, the Lems

of Russia were grouped under the supremacy of Poland. At the

time of that supremacy, the Russian inhabitants were expelled

f-om their native country and exterminated by the help of the Ro-

man cross and of the Polish sword. The ethnographic frontier

between Russian and Polish elements began to move from West

to East of the river Dunajec, and further as far as the San, and,

in the North, far beyond that river. The Russian Lems found a

natural refuge in the Carpaths and their buttresses, and there they

remained ever since.

The expulsion and extermination of the Russian people in

Lemish districts, and in Galicia in general was caused by the lati-

nisation of the Church with which polonisation went hand in

*
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hand (Zubrzycky, page 25.) At the same time, the Russian ter-

ritory was colonized by the' Poles and the Germans in the West,

and by the Tartars in the East. To force the native Russians into

submission to the new Polish regime, the Greco-Catholic Rus-

sians were not recognized as Christians by the Polish magistrates.

They were consequently treated like pagans and outlaws :

No civic right was granted to them, and they were refused

even juridical protection (see Dlugosz, Naruczewicky).

Land belonging to Russians was considered »res nullius« and,

taking this fact as a pretext, the kings of Poland gave away ex-

tensive Russian properties to the Polish nobility who colonized

and worked the ground as they chose. They treated the inhabi-

tants like serfs who, akin to slaves: »Glebaei adscripts, were not

even allowed to leave the land that had been torn away from

them and yet had to cultivate that land for their masters and their

opressors.

Land belonging to the Russian Church had previously been

confiscated in favour of the Greco-Catholic Church and of its Po-.

lish clergy. In that way the estates of the Church of Muszick

were given by king Casimir the Great to the bishops of Cracow.

In 1434, king Ladislav Jagiello seized the estates of the Russian

diocese of Przemysl, situated in the Doukla defile, and gave them

to the Roman diocese of the same town, to which they still belong.

The same king gave the Russian cathedral of Przemysl to the

Polish diocese. (Przemysl Archives). The fiercest enemy of the

Russian people and of their rite, king Sigismund III., took from

the Russians,1§?n 1550, the Russian Church, built by a Russian

prince on the site of the Sanok Castle, and gave it to the Poles;

on the demand of the Russians of Sanok, he allowed them to

build another church in the town, on the condition that it should

be built in 3 days. The Russian parishioners of Sanok bought an

\
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old wooden church in the village of Jasiniov and, by working

night and day, managed to rebuild it in 3 day, at Sanok, where it

remained until 1798.

Not only was the Russian clergy deprived of the church

estates and prebends, but, at the time of the Union to Pagecy,

they were compelled to pay the Polish clergy a tithe on the lanl

that had been left to the Russian priests who cultivated the

ground. If the corn was not sufficient to pay the tithe, the Russian

priests had to give the Poles, their brothers in Jesus Christ,

cattle, flour, cheese, clothes and other products. In some places,

the Russian clergy was even compelled to do heavy manual la-

bour on the estates of their Polish masters (see Die Ruthenische

Frage in Galizien,,von Anton Dambezanski beleuchtet von einem

Russinen, Lemberg, 1850.) There used formerly to be, at Sa-

nok, a Russian diocese possessing great landed properties. The

Russian buildings were at the foot of the mountain, which to this

day is called: »Gora wladycza« (Bishopric Mount). These pro-

perties now belong to. minor orders and Polish colonists.

The Poles, and especially the Polish priests, have often

burnt documents belonging to the Russian Church and forged

new ones so as to benefit the Roman Church and the Polish

clergy.

The old privileges and the documents as well as gold and sil-

ver articles belonging to St. George’s church at Leopol, a parti-

cularly sacred church for the Russian people, were stolen. This

fact is proved by the document (Salvus conductus) which Michael,

king of Poland, was obliged to sign on July 8th, 1672 on the

unanimous and insistant demand of the Russian bishop of Prze-

mysl, of the archbishop of Kiew, Anton Vinnicky and of Joseph

Somalausky, bishop of Leopol and of Galicia, to the end of pro-

secuting these brigands who had robbed the Russian Church of

its sacred treasure. (See Zbior wiadomoSci historycznych i aktow
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dotyczanych sie dzieciecin koscielnych na Rusi, page 45-50, and

the book already quoted: Die Ruthenische Frage, etc...)

The Russian nobility (the boyars) were also deprived of all

their rights. A great part of this nobility was exterminated and

their estates confiscated. Many of its members took refuge in

ajoining countries
;

but the others, in order to preserve their

existence and their goods, submitted to latinisation or poloni-

sation. These afterwards became the worst and most cruel perse-

cutors of their own people and of their Churcfi. That is why we

find, especially under Austrian rule, Russian names amongst the

worst oppressors of the Russian people (see Kiewskaja ljetopis,

Moskva, 1837, p. 138 and Obraz wieku Siegmunda III. Siarczyn-

skiego, Lwow, 1858).

It was forbidden to the Russian middle classes to carry on

any sort of business or trade or to-' possess houses in the town.

The Russian peasants were treated more drastically still. They

were deprived of all human rights. Not only was land taken

away from them but also liberty; their farms, worked for the be-

nefit of Polish lords, did not even ensure their subsistence. That

is why the Russian population is dying in such great numbers,

complete fanime. having often been experienced by them (see the

Polish historians Lelewel, Naruszewicz, Moraczewski and others).

When their own forces were not sufficient to oppressi the Russian

people and the Russian Church, the Poles called to the Germans

or to the Hungarians for help. Konrad, prince of Marov, acting

on these principles, establised. in Great Poland the Order of

Teutonic Knights which was to help in propagating the German-

Roman Christianism, little did he think that, later on, that very

order would turn against Poland. Casimir the Great behaved in the

same way. The Polish Chroniclers Kromer (p. 211) and Staro-

wolsk: (p. 12.) confirm the fact that that king even introduced

German colonists in the country ajoining Poland (i. e. in the Le-'

mish Land.)

• \
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The main German colonies were near Rzesov, Frystek, Kro-

sno and elsewhere. Little by little the members of these colo-

nies forgot their mother tongue, and kept nothing German but

their names. .They were completely Polonised.

The same fact was noticeable in the case of Lesek, prince of

Cracow, who, in 1213, asked the Hungarian king Andrew to help

him in his fight against the Polish sovereign. In 1214, Lesek ob-

liged Andrew to have his son Koloman, aged 5 years, crowned

king of Galicia by the archbishop of Ostrihom, and betrothed his

3 years old daughter to Koloman.

During this transitory Polo-Hungarian reign, the forced lati-

nisation of the Russian Church was propagated by Cracow and

Hungary in such a provoking manner that the Russian people,

the boyards and. the clergy took steps towards opposing the pro-

ceedings. The statistics of the Greco-Catholic diocese of Prze-

mysl, to which Lemish Russia belongs, show best the results ob-

tained by latinisation and by the systematical colonization carried

on by the Poles and their sovereigns in Russian Galicia. Ac-

cording to the account made by the Roman-Catholic bishop Sta-

nislas Sazmanovski to pope Alexander VL^in 1660, — mentioned

by Francis Siarcynski in his history of the town of Jaroslav of

1826, p. 97, — the Russian diocese of Przemysl counted, in 1660,

3460 Russian priests and 3,000.000 Russian parishioners, whilst,

in 1849, according to Dionysius Zubrzycki’s book: »Grenzen

zwischen des russischen und polnischen Nation in Galizien«, the

Russian population counted altogether 700 priests and vicars and

800.000 parishioners belonging to the Greco-Russian religion. In

1914, according to the official annuary, the Russian populalion of

this diocese numbered 1,250.492. The Polish Catholics gained

all that the Russian population lost. Considering that the Russian

population grows from year to year, one can only explain the de-

crease of the members of the Russian Church by the fact that the
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main part of the Russian population has been polonised and la-

tinised.

In the same way has an important part of Lemish Russians

been latinised and polonised. According to Dr. Zubrycki’s testi-

mony of 1849, there were, on the whole of the territory inhabited

by Lems
;

17 villages and towns numbering 90.000 inhabitants

of Russian nationality who possessed 129 Greco-Catholic churches.

Until 1849 there were, in all the Lemish territory, only 3 Roman-

Catholic churches, namely : in the towns of Muszyn, Jyljcz and

Jaliska, and only 4.400 Roman-Catholics, i. e. Poles and other

foreigners. There is no doubt however that, amongst these, can
j-

be found many Russians who, as happened in 1682 at Jylciz and
-

tj

at Muszin, were compelled to^bandon the Russian rite in favour

of the Roman-Catholic rite.

Such was also theifate of all the Galician population and of

the territory which, according to the learned prelate Jan Krasin-

ski, stretched as far as Cracow (Roscolania quae Carpathorum
f

montes non longe ab urbe altigut Cracovia).

From the above mentioned statistics of the Russian popu-

lation of Lemish Russia in 1914, we see that Lemish Russia ob-

stinately resisted to polonisation and latinisation.

Polish aspirations to Lemish Russia refuted by history,

archeology, geography and ethnography.

The Poles used to try and prove that Russian Galicia,, and

especially the Lemish Land, is a Polish territory.

Amongst the Polish fanatics who have not feared to forge

history, geography, archeology and ethnography, the great scho-

lar Maciejowski, is specially remarkable for his book: »Pierwotne

dzieje Polski a Litwy«, dated 1846. This Polish scholar, gives

\
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the Polish frontier as passing beyond the San, thus annexing all

Lemisfy Russia, as the president of the Polish Government Pade-

rewski, wishes to do in 1919. Maciejowski pretends that the

greater part of the Russian population of this territory, with the

exception of an insignificant fraction of Poles and of immigrants,

derive their origin from Russian colonists to whom Casimir the

Great had granted permission to settle down on this territory.

Zubrzycki proves that a greater nonsense than this assertion

could hardly be.

To this Polish assertion are opposed :

I. History.

II. Geography.

III. Ethnography.

Historical proofs. ’

a) In 1348, after the first conquest of Russian Galicia, Ca-

simir the Great sold to Peter Kolaczycky, judge at Rogi, 110

acres of land with hereditary leasing rights. This document can

be found in the land and estate register of Galicia, livres Funda-

tinum, Volume 101, p. 100. -

It is to be noticed that, according to that document, the vil-

lage of Rogi is situated in Russian territory, near Krosnov (in

Villa Rogi in terre Russie prope Crosno sita.)

b) Six years later, in 1354, after the second conquest of

Russian Galicia, Casimir the Great gave his delegate Nukoslay,

in remembrance for the service be had rendered him in persuad-

ing the Tartars not to make a alliance with Russia, the town of

Rzesov, situated according to the document, in Russian territory,

with all the land belonging to that town and fortified long before

by the Russian boyards. (Opidum Rzeschovienza cum sue toto di-
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strictu, in terra Russie situm, secundum quot antiquitus par Se-

renisieuros ducus Russie extitit limitatum).

This chart describes the western part of this territory and

calls to notice the! fact, that the frontier passes on the left of the

village of Dembrov as far as the village of Lancyasko (now La-

zajask) to the right, following tho. Russian Land up to the neigh-

bourhood of the town of Czudac (Versus Russian).

Zubrzycki remarks, in the above quoted book, that, until

1849, 4000 Russian orthodoxes lived at Lazajsk and in the vil-

lages surrounding the towns of Danbrov, Wierzovice, Siedlanka,

etc., and had 3 churches and two parishes.

This privilege of king Casimir is to be found in the archives

of the Polish kings at Warsaw and in Codex diplomaticum Rzys-

crewski, vol. I., p. 204.

c) In 1434, king Ladislas Jagiello made Januse, Polish

roman-catholic bishop of Przemysl, a present; of Russian national

properties, situated in Russian territory in the district of Saroch.

(The royal chart says: »In terra Russia districto Sarocensi«).

These estates are still the property of the roman-catholic bishop

of Przemysl. In 1512, king Sigismond approved of this gift.

The original of this chart is to be found with the roman-catholic

archives. ,

The aspirations of Mssrs Paderewski and Macciski concerning

the Russian Lemish Land, west of the river Vislok, are com-

pletely annihilated by these charts of the Polish kings.

Geographical proofs .

a) Simon Starowolski, one of the best Polish geographers,

in his book: »Polonia sive status Regin Poloniae description

edited first in 1632 at Cologne on the Rhine, thus describes the

frontiers of Russian Galicia :

\
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Red Russia

,

the best and richest province, is limited to the

South by Hungary, Multania and Bessarabia
;

to the East by the

desert of Scytska and the independent country of Moscow
;

to

the North by White Russia, divided by the rivers Styr and Pripet
;

to the West by Little Poland (i. e. the duchy of Cracow and San-

domir), by the rivers of Vislok and Veprus. According to that do-

cument, all the region between the rivers of Vislok and Vizlok,

i. e. the territory of Reszov, of Jasel and a^great part of the ter-

ritory of Tamov, was comprised in the Russian territory which

stretched to the South of the river San as far as the Wieprz

(Veprus).

This Polish geographer even considers Rzesov as a Russian

town.

b) Andreas Cellarius defines the Russian frontiers in the

same way during the first half of the XVIIth century in his book:

))Descriptio Regin Poloniae«. Rzesov, Krosno and Rymusov are

considered as Russian towns.

c) Mathias Stryjskovski (In Sarmatia Europea) considers

Krosno, and Martin Kromer Lezajsk, as Russian towns.

d) Matcijowski, in his already quoted book, says that, ac-

cording to Murat’s chart the Russian frontier went as far as

Cracow under the reign^of Miszyslav.

Ethnographical proofs.

In his book, Zubrycki gives another proof that the Russian

Lemish people are autochtonous. He calls that region the country

Under Beskydes. This region begins South of the Hungarian

Carpaths, near the Bialka and Oseturnia, Russian village si-

tuated in the extreme West and numbering 1862 inhabitants in

1849, and stretches eastwards to the comitats of Spis, Sari§, Zem-
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plin, Uzhorod and further still. It is inhabited by people having

the same mode of life, the same language and the same religious

ceremonies.

Zubrzycki counts more than 650.000 Russian inhabitants

and 971 Russian churches. This Hungarian Lemish people in-

habits the region stretching from the Dunajec where begins the

series of Russian villages of Slachtov, Bialovoda, etc... to which

correspond, in Hungary, the group formed by the villages of

Lipnik, Folvark, Litmanov, Jarembin, Krepak, etc.

The inhabitants together with their compatriots, of like

faith and like language, form a large family and have the same

national life. Consanguineous and social relations unite them.

This ethnographical identity between the Russian Lems' of

Carpathian Hungary and Galicia is the most striking proof that

the Russian Lems of Galicia are an autochtonous people and at

the same time eloquently refutes the Polish pretentions to Le-

mish Russia.

Geographical frontiers 'of the Lemish territory.

Lemish mountains and rivers and their names (of Russian and not

Polish origin). The riches of the soil and its products.

The Lemish Land occupies a strip of territory stretching

Eastwards from the source of the rivers Dunajec and Poprad and

embraces the villages of Slachtova, Bela and Cerna Voda and

Javorky North of the Hungaro-Galician frontier and the village

of Lipnik Velki, South of that frontier. We shall only deal with

the northern frontier of the Lemish country, i. e. the frontier

between the Lems and the Poles, for the villages situated on the

territory of former Hungary have already, by the wish of their

inhabitants, been joined to the Czecho-Slovak Republic. The

\
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northern frontier of the Lemish Land begins on the Dunajec,

near the borough of Kroscenko, follows the mountain ridge North

of Slachtova and Bjela Voda ;
further on it turns southwards,

taking in the village of Cernaja Voda and ends in former Hun-

gary. The little town of Pivniczna, Est of Cernaja Voda is already

polonised, but still has 400 Russian inhabitants. The watering

town of Scavnica, West of Slachtova, has also recently been po-

lonised, although it still numbers a fairly important Russian mi-

nority. East of Pivniczna, starting from the Poprad, the frontier

turns nortwards leaving in the country the Russian villages of

Zubrik, Verchomla Velka, Uhryn, Zlocke, Barnoviec, Cacov,

Nova Ves, Skladziste, Maciejova and Korolewa-Ruska
;

then

it turns to the East, going round the Russian villages of Belcare-

va, Florinka, Vavka, Losje, Sklarki, Doliny, Bjeljanka, Rychwald,

Ropica JRuska, Macina Velka, Rozdjelje, Bodnarka, Volja Ce-

klinska, Foljus, Klopotnica, Peregrymka, Mrukova, Beresova,

Skalnik, part of the village of Kuty* Myscova, Chyrova, Trosta-

na (Trzeziana), Zavadka Rymanovska, Balucjanka, Volka, Ladin

(Ladzin), Woroblik Kralevsky, Voroblik Slachotsky, Bosko

(Besko), Zarsin, Kustarovci, Jurowci, Srogov and Vetrilow where

it reaches the San which forms, from its source (in the Uzok

pass) to the village of Vetrilow, the Eastern frontier of the Rus-

sian Lems. The Lemish villages are partly on the top of the

Carpaths, called Beskydes (wooded) in that region, and partly on

the northern slopes of these mountains, principally in the districts

of Korosno and Sanok. The Carpaths are lower in that part and

accessible by means of a few defiles
,
the most important of which

are the passes of Ljeluchov, of Dukla, of Lupkov and of Uzok.

The main rivers watering the Lemish territory are : the

Poprad, the Vosloka and its tributaries, the Ropa flowing from

the West and the Jaselka from the East, the Vislok, and the San

with its tributary the Oslava which comes from the Lupkov pass.
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The whole of the Lemish country is rich in naphtha, in salt,

in coal and in irpn ore. Hot water springs are to be found at Ze-

giestov, Krinica and Vysova ferruginous and sulphurous springs

at Vapene and many other as yet almost unknown watering towns.

Whole regions are thickly wooded, mostly with beech and fir

trees. A great part of these forests belong to the State. The

population live mostly by breeding and agriculture. The ground

not being everywhere appropriate for the culture of wheat or rye,

they grow mostly oats, barley and potatoes. The industries of

wood and of naphtha are developing
;

the latter being mostly -

in the hands of Jews and of foreigners such as English, French,

Belgians and Americans, who employ Lemish workers.

Statistics. — Vital conditions before , during and after the war.

The above mentioned regions are still inhabited by Russian

Lems with the exception of the boroughs of Musina, Jasliska,

Bukovsko, Rymanov and Sanok the population of which is foreign

(Polish) and for the main part Jewish. In the district of Sanok

however, some villages have a mixed population (Russian and

Polish.)

According to the statistics of the Greek-Catholic Church

(patriarchate of Przemysl for 1914), the part of the Lemish ter-

ritory which has so far resisted to_ polonisation and has kept its

national and ecclesiastical character numbers 145 Russian pa-

rishioners, 189.295 members of the Greek-Catholic Church be-

sides 29.828 Roman-Catholics (mostly Poles) and abou^ 18.000

Jews. Thus we have 80% Russians, 12 1/2% Poles and other

Christians and 7 1/2% Jews. But on the other side of the present

geographical frontier of Lemish Russia, as it has been traced

higher^ in the former Russian country (now polonised), one finds

a Russian minority numbering about 10.000 inhabitants scattered

\

^
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in the towns and villages of Przeszov. Zaljese, of which 2.234 are

Russian parishioners. As already mentioned, a great number of

Russian Lems emigrated to America, mostly to U. S. A. The

number of these emigrants, who had to leave their country, be-

cause of its deplorable economic conditions, and find work, runs

to more than 100.000. When they grow old and have earned

enough money, they return to their beautiful but destitute^

country to die there.

There is no doubt that the number of Lems returning from

foreign countries will increase as soon as Lemish Russia has

shaken off the Polish yoke, and national and economical servitude.

One must add that, to this day, many Russian ‘ villages can be

found between the San and the Vislok, North of the towns of

Krosno and Sanok where they form islands scattered amongst

Polish communes, and numbering about 8.000 Russian inha-

bitants.

It is to be noticed that the Russian inhabitants only remained

in the mountainous parts of that region. This fact shows that

the Poles came as conquerors, taking the best land and leaving

to the peasants only the mountainous regions, which they had to

cultivate, as »Glebae adscriptus« for the Polish land owner.

When Poland was divided, the* starved peasant and the illiterate

pope were alone left in the Russian regions
; only under Austrian

rule was the despotical domination of the Polish nobility gra-

dually limited, compulsory labour done away with and schools

built. The Russian Lems were the first amongst the Russian

races of Galicia to enter the arena* of public life. As early as

1850, Lems (Krynicki Ljachovsky, Scavinsky, Poljanski, Zubric-

kyj, SembratoviC and many others) occupied important posts in

the military, ecclesiastical and secular circles of former Austria.

The nation began to produce intellectuals, and the people began

to have higher economical, intellectual and moral standards.

This fact disquieted the Poles who, in 1867, reconciled themselves
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to the Austrians and, from that time, began once more to perse-

cute the Russian population. About that time they invented the

so-called : » Ukrainian Questions, the aim of which was to divide

the Russian nation. In 1870 they began, by corruption and by

violence, to spread that movement in Galicia. The Lems were

the first to realize the aim of that movement, and all, without

exception, opposed it so as to defend their intellectual and na-

tional unity with the great Russian nation.

From that time Galicia was once more the scene of law-

suits and prosecutions against the Russsians. The most famous

law-suits were those of Olga Grabar, Adolf Ivanovic Dobrjansky,

Koldra, Gerovsky and many others. The English writers Berbek

and Steed, studied this question before the war and can bear

witness to the truth of our assertions.

The Russian Lems who refused to become Ukrainians were

boycotted by public administrations.

But the war broke out
;

the Poles, faithful allies of the

Germans, and the Ukrainians seized that chance of annihilating

the pro-Russian Lems. From August 1st, 1914, the civil and

military Austrian authorities began to imprison, to hang and to

shoot the Lems. Thousands were imprisoned. All Russian in-

tellectuals and the most intelligent peasants had the same fate.

The Polish constables hanged or shot hundreds of people without

any juridical enquest being made. The goods of societies or of

private people were either confiscated or destroyed by the Polish

mobs. In the whole of the Lemish territory, there is not one vil-

lage where some of the inhabitants were not hanged, or that

was not ransacked and pillaged. And all these cruelties were

encouraged by the Polish intellectuals and by their clergy. The

war over, the Lems coming back either from the army or the pri-

sons, went home and quietly resumed their occupations without

dreaming of making an armed manifestation.
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The Lems have absolute confidence in the words of President

Wilson whom they honour almost as a prophet. Gatherings

were held in every district, and they resolved to ask the Peace

Conference to annex them to Russia, or,if that should be impos-

sible or inopportune, to the neighbouring state of the Czecho-Slo-

vak Republic; but they specified that nothing on earth would in-

duce them to be annexed to Poland. They chose delegates amongst

themselves, elected a National Lemish Council and resumed

their peaceful occupations which consist in cultivating the ground

impoverished by the, war.

But the Poles doubled their efforts, in trying to annihilate

the Russian Lems. The Lemish Land has been submerged by

Polish troops who, in the absence of any armed force ransacked

the Russian villages, taking away the little the war had spared.

Defenceless people were shot when they would not submit.

The villages of Vislok, Komanca and Szczavne were burnt down by

the Polish »heros«. The inhabitants, even children were mur-

dered
;

all possessions were confiscated even to the last hen.

Rivers of Russian blood are still flowing in the Lemish country.

Those who were not murdered, were thrown into concentration

camps, where typhus raged, or into Polish prisons over-crowded

with Lems. Others, by hundreds took refuge on the territory of

the Czecho-Slovak Republic in order to save their lives.

The claims and demands of the Russian Lems to the Peace

Conference and the League of Nations.

The »Lemkovska Narodni Rada« (Lemish National Council)*

political organization of the Russian Lems met on December
21st, 1918, with the National Council of Hungarian Russians of

PreSov. They formed an only organization, the wKarpatoruska
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Narodni^rada v Presove« (National Council of the Carpathian

Russians, at Presov). In February 1919 this corporation pre-

sented to the Peace Conference, through to Czecho-Slovak De-

legation, a claim for the incorporation of Lemish Galicia and the

territory' of Russian Hungary to the great Russian nation. But,

for the present, this bringing together is made impossible by the

Russian situation
;

they therefore ask to be made an autonomus

part of the Czecho-Slovak Republic.

This claim was presented in Paris by Mr. Anthony Beskid,

chairman of the National Council of the Carpathian Russians of

Presov.

The whole nation of Carpathian Russians adhere to this

claim. The incorporation of Hungarian Russia to the Czecho-

slovak Republic being now an accomplished fact, the National

Council of Carpathian Russia at Presov asks not to be tom from

its Russo-Hungarian stock, but to be also joined to the Czecho-

slovak Republic

.

The whole of Lemish and Hungarian Russia beg and insist

on not being left to the mercy of Polish domination, which would

,

as has been proved by the past of Russian and Polish countries,

mean certain national death for Lemish Russia.

If, for some reason, this incorporation to the Czecho-Slovak

Republic is impossible or inopportune, we demand that the Society

of Nations should guarantee the neutrality and autonomy of Le-

mish Russia} and that the mandate of the Society should be held

either by the Czecho-Slovak Republic, the United States of Ame-
rica or Great-Britain. In any case we ask that no decision should

be arrived at without the Lemish population being consulted by

means of a plebiscite.

Presov, April 20th, 1919.

For the National Council of Carpathian Russian

at Presov :

Dr. Anthony BESKID, Dr. Dimitry SOBIN,

^ chairman . delegate member.
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